Required Practical Review
Biology Practical - Osmosis
Free Science Lessons video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ef2Ts2AKhq8
GCSEpod link: https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/podcasts/title/11567

Know it
Investigate the effect of a range of concentrations of salt or sugar solutions on
the mass of plant tissue. This will tell us if osmosis has taken place and in what direction
(into the plant tissue or out of the plant tissue).
Method

1. Use a cork borer to cut five potato cylinders of the same diameter.
2. Use the knife to trim off any potato skin on each potato cylinder. Then trim each
potato cylinder so that they are all the same length.
3. Blot them dry with paper towels.
3. Accurately measure the mass of each potato cylinder.
4. Accurately measure the length of each cylinder.
5. Record your measurements in a table.
6. Measure 10 cm3 of each concentration of sugar or salt solution and put into
boiling tubes. Label each boiling tube clearly.
7. Measure 10 cm3 of the distilled water and put into the fifth boiling tube. Label
the boiling tube clearly.
8. Add one potato cylinder to each boiling tube.
9. Leave the potato cylinders in the boiling tubes for a chosen amount of time.
10. Remove the potato cylinders from the boiling tubes and carefully blot them dry
with the paper towels.
11. Measure the new mass and length of each potato cylinder again. Record your
measurements for each concentration in your table.

Review it
Complete the tasks below into your book.

Up to grade 4
• Draw a table to show how you would record your results.
• State the independent, dependent and control variables.
• Why do we measure the mass before putting the potato cylinder into solution?

Grade 5-7
• If you have identified an anomaly in your data set, what might have caused this?
• Why do we calculate the change in mass rather than just the end mass?
• Why was it important to dry the potato before weighing it?

Grade 7+
• Describe which concentrations caused a gain in mass and which caused a loss.
Explain these results in relation to osmosis.
• Name one problem (limitation) that meant your results were not as accurate as they
could have been and describe the effect this would have had on your results (would
it make the result higher or lower?)
• How could you improve the method to reduce this impact?

Test it
Answer the exam questions below into your book.

Q1 – Easier

Q2 - Harder

Mark it

